WHY is Donald Trump Destined to Be the 45th President of The United
States of America?
BECAUSE IT IS GOD’S WILL AND IT’S "WRITTEN IN THE STARS"

For anyone who cares about the Earth and its lot, wherever we are it is only normal
to watch closely this year’s U.S. elections that are bound to have such a decisive
impact on world affairs. The latest surprise move of candidate Donald Trump
dodging the FOX News debate has grabbed worldwide media attention for the very
exact reason why his entire campaign has been so successful and economically
viable as well so far. Donald Trump is essentially a man of action not words. What
he has accomplished and what he DOES is far more significant than what he says.

His meteoric ascent has prompted us to look for the true reason or the cause why
he is so successful in unfamiliar territory. Everyone will agree that his “thing” is
business not politics, so what makes Donald Trump so possible and even probable
not only as Republican Nominee for this year’s elections, but as the 45th President
of The United States of America in defiance of all odds.

I have looked for a scientific answer, one that is clear and unambiguous just as Mr.
Trump’s attitude throughout his campaign has been most straightforward, replete
with contradictions but nevertheless so POWERFUL and ASSERTIVE. Someone
said: “The last thing we need is a weak president.” And who is the strongest fellow
out there? Again what is Donald Trump’s secret asset that enables him to score big
and makes him not virtually but REALLY “UNSTOPPABLE” in his race for the
U.S. Presidency.
Paradoxically – and Mr. Trump appears to be well-versed and/or well-advised in
the manifestations of the Law of Paradox – his “secret” lies very much in the open,

for those who will be attentive as well as unbiased. It has to do with who Donald
Trump is – his essence as a human being beyond his personality, social and
economic profile, behavior or utterances. The essence of Donald Trump is revealed
by the unique time-space co-ordinates of his birth and the interpretation of his birth
chart NOT through traditional Astrology and Numerology or other modern
offshoots of an Ancient but lost Sacred Science, but based on the very Ancient
Sacred Science of Time and Number which I have presented in my recently
published book “Gates of Time Windows of Opportunity”.

Just like Donald Trump at the beginning of his campaign, this Science appears
quite simple and unappealing to the majority of an educated mindset who enjoy
complicated things and theories which elude the essentials. And these essentials
according to the Science of Time and Number are the Essential Forces of Creation
through which GOD causes us into being. These Forces are exact numbers, are
endowed with a particular significance extracted from their position in our Solar
System, and we can either allow them to flow freely and accomplish our destiny,
through our exercise of Free Will with KNOWLEDGE of the same or, through the
same exercise of Free Will with IGNORANCE thereof we can inhibit them to the
point that our existence ends up derailed.
So when many proclaim today in various forms: “Let the Universe work through
you rather than attempt to do things only by yourself” they all point towards the
“gates of time” and “windows of opportunity” that KNOWLEDGE of one’s
particular Pattern of Force immediately reveals.
Donald Trump has constantly demonstrated his MASTERY of “the Art of Being
at the Right Place at the Right Time”, last but not least by not showing up at the
last debate before caucuses begin. Let us examine his Essential Profile to see
exactly why he was able to demonstrate Mastery to such an extent, which many

out of ignorance and/or sheer envy will attribute to his “intuition”, “chance” or
“luck”.

Below is Donald Trump’s birth chart made publicly available through the internet.
There is no reason to assume it is not exact. It shows that his existence started on
June 14, 1946 at 10:54 a.m. in Jamaica, Queens, New York. The day was a Friday
(ruled by VENUS) and the planetary hour that of JUPITER.

Donald Trump’s natal SUN is on the quintessential degree of the Essential Force
17 (CHANGE). This degree (23rd of Gemini) corresponds to Essential Force 11
(MASTERY). The countenance of his natal SUN is that of Force 42 (Authority).
Let us analyse this information further. As explained in my book, 17 is the return
arm of Force (SATURN-URANUS) of the Force of Continuity (10 URANUSSATURN). Together they are defined as “Continuity through Necessary Change”.
In order for America to continue being a world leader, a major CHANGE is
NECESSARY and imposed by its Destiny as a nation. It cannot go on same as
before. Donald Trump bears the mark of this CHANGE as well as of the
quintessential MASTERY (Force 11: URANUS-JUPITER) to implement it. The
latter is additionally highlighted by his natal URANUS trine JUPITER, and his
natal MIDHEAVEN.

He also has the AUTHORITY (42) of a Son of GOD (we are all Sons of GOD
according to the Sacred text of the Psalms, but we are not born equal) who was
entrusted with a High Mission (not just any mission). Force 42 is the mark of a
“Son of GOD made anew” – the one who has undergone a transformation from the
Left side of Space or Form – just like Force 41 which is highlighted by his
JUPITER, but is less prominent in his Profile, is the mark of the “born Son of
GOD”. Combined, Forces 41 and 42 constitute the unmistakeable seal of a High
Mission. When Trump speaks he does it with AUTHORITY. This AUTHORITY
does not proceed from his huge fortune, his education, his social status, contacts or
relationships or even his personality, it is the outward projection of Force 42which
the SUN transfers onto the Sphere of SATURN which is that of DESTINY or
NECESSITY. Apart from being the countenance of his natal SUN, this same Force
is also highlighted by his natal SATURN and NEPTUNE, and his progressed
SOUTH NODE.

SATURN is the Sphere of Divine LAW or NECESSITY which translates as
CONSTRAINT as well – one cannot avoid one’s Destiny neither can anyone else
interfere with another’s Destiny although so many think that they can. URANUS,
the superior Sphere to SATURN, is the Sphere of Divine LOVE or the Gift of Life.
It is highly relevant that in Donald Trump’s progressed Chart as of January 2016,
both these spheres occupy the degrees of their respective countenances (9 for
URANUS, 18 for SATURN). Furthermore, Mr. Trump’s progressed URANUS is
occupying the preceding degree of his natal SUN (22nd Gemini) which matches
Force 17 with its cause Force 10. This positions him ideally as the person through
whom this Couple of Essential Forces manifests, and defines his Life Mission at
the highest level as that of ensuring CONTINUITY through NECESSARY
CHANGE.

45 is the Essential Force corresponding to the SUN Sphere in our Solar System, the
defining attribute of which is TIME. The SUN is the Time-Keeper for the entire
System. The value of time on each planet is given by its movement around the
Solar Sphere. Like all sphere Forces in the system, this is the centripetal Force that,
apart from configuring its own Sphere, keeps all planets moving on their respective
orbits by exerting an uninterrupted balancing effect on all via the cause-effect
couples of Forces originating in itself. This Force is highlighted in Mr. Trump’s
hologram by three elements: the positions of his natal SOUTH NODE, his
progressed MARS, and his progressed ASCENDANT respectively. It explains why
his actions are timely while those of his opponents are not (there cannot be two
SUNS but one only). As well as why his absence from the podium of the last FOX
New debate caused such an “eclipse” for all those present.

Let us pause briefly and conclude that even if other indications were absent from
his Essential Profile, the above-mentioned information on the positions of Donald
Trump’s natal and progressed SUN, URANUS and SATURN would be sufficient
to infer that he has full GOD-given AUTHORITY to claim the U.S. Presidency,
and that by just standing on his feet without saying or doing anything special he

serves as a transmitter for the URANIAN Forces of CONTINUITY and CHANGE
to manifest and shape the reality of the final November vote. As these Forces are
active in everybody to a less or greater extent, his surging popularity is a matter of
CAUSE and EFFECT, for the Forces are Intelligent, they do not act blindly, and
they always accomplish GOD’S WILL and end up anihilating their earthly
counterparts which I define and explain in my book as Terrestrial Forces
originating in the Earth Sphere.

Closely related to Essential Force 45 is the Root Force 6, one of the eight Root
Forces that directly translate as GOD’S WILL to shape the Spheres of the Solar
System and endow them with a distinct attribute. In this case 6 expresses GOD’S
WILL TO BALANCE by creating the SUN Sphere, and the fact that Mr. Trump’s
progressed SUN is exactly conjunct his natal ASCENDANT on the degree of
Force6 marks the peak activity of this Force. His progressed NORTH NODE
now conjunt his natal URANUS also highlights this Force. Based on this
configuration,one might conclude: “GOD is with Donald Trump”, everything
he does is well-balanced, whatever he does ends up well. This is what his pattern
of Essential Force signifies. Even if some of his gestures and words may cause
tempests and outrage on a superficial level, deep-down these moves always serve
to balance antagonistic currents and, like solar flares, foster progress and change.

Furthermore this degree (30th of Leo) is conjunct the Fixed Star REGULUS, one
of the Four Royal Stars of Persia which Stephanie Brady has defined in her
influential book as one that promises “SUCCESS IF REVENGE IS AVOIDED”.
Evidently what Mr. Trump is doing in regard to Megyn Kelly cannot be labelled as
a “revenge”. It is a mere – evidently disproportionate – duel that we shall analyse
on another occasion. For if he were to indulge in revenge or persecution of his
opponents, his success would collapse, yet he never crossed the line of what is
normal “attack” during a campaign. In fact by being always the first to attack, Mr.

Trump ensured that he becomes the object of retaliation or “revenge” by his
adversaries rather than being himself “revengeful” to a degree.
Presidency in Mr. Trump’s natal chart pertains to the Tenth House ruled by the
Sign of Taurus (VENUS by domicile and MOON by exaltation). So we shall next
look to his VENUS and MOON to determine the outcome of his Presidency bid
that, so far, is so successful.
The position of Donald Trump’s natal VENUS highlights Essential Forces 24
(SATURN-MOON) UNDERSTANDING, 44 (SUN-MARS) RESISTANCE and,
by countenance, 53 (VENUS-SUN) FULFILLMENT, while his progressed
VENUS highlights Force 39 (MARS-MERCURY) DISCIPLINE, 51 (VENUSJUPITER) FRUITFULNESS, and, by countenance 52 (VENUS-MARS)
RENEWAL. What does this tell us about Mr. Trump?

If we look at all the Essential Forces that are either VENUS-bound or originating
in the VENUS Sphere we encounter: 30 (JUPITER-VENUS) DISSEMINATION
highlighted by his natal MARS, natal ASCENDANT, progressed SUN, and
progressed MOON. Essential Force 53 (VENUS-MARS) FULFILLMENT
strengthened by his natal MOON and SOUTH NODE and his progressed
ASCENDANT. Essential Force 52 (VENUS MARS) RENEWAL strengthened by
the countenance of his progressed VENUS, his progressed SOUTH NODE, the
VENUS of his next Solar Return, Essential Force 22 (SATURN-VENUS) SELFREALISATION highlighted by his natal conjunction of the two planets, Force 51
(VENUS-JUPITER) FRUITFULNESS that complements Force 30 and is
highlighted by his progressed SATURN, progressed VENUS, and progressed
BLACK MOON LILITH.

On the day of the National Republican Convention (18th June 2016) the transiting
SUN (29th Gemini) and transiting VENUS (2nd Cancer) will be conjunct Mr.

Trump’s natal SUN (23rd Gemini) and also conjunct his progressed VENUS (25th
Gemini) as well as his natal Mercury (9th Cancer). The transiting SUN will occupy
the degree corresponding to Essential Forces 18 (Sphere of SATURN,
NECESSITY, DESTINY) and 17 (CHANGE) while the transiting VENUS will be
on the degree of Essential Forces 19 and 20 (ENLIGHTENMENT and
RENUNCIATION). Transiting JUPITER at 16th Virgo (Force 22 REALISATION
and 34 ESCAPE) squares Mr. Trump’s natal SUN and MOON. The exact same
Forces are highlighted by his Solar Return. We interpret this to mean that the Force
of DESTINY and CHANGE will act in the sense of “revealing” Donald Trump as
the only possible Republican candidate for November’s elections. As we shall later
see, the SUN-VENUS aspect (Force 46, REVELATION) is the harbinger of the
complementary Force 53 (FULFILLMENT) which is repeatedly highlighted in Mr.
Trump’s profile. Likewise the SUN-JUPITER square indicates a climax of Force
43 (POWER) which is highlighted by both his Solar Return MOON position at 7th
Libra, and his progressed NEPTUNE conjunct the same degree.

On Election Day (November 8, 2016) the SUN at 20th Scorpio will be conjunct the
BLACK MOON LILITH on exactly the same degree which corresponds to
Essential Force 46 (REVELATION) same as above, and also to the Essential Force
14 (UNION). Transiting VENUS or TRUTH) which is highlighted byt Donald’s
natal JUPITER on 18th Libra. Hence there is plenty of indication that Donald
Trump is in an extremely good position to win the November Elections if he just
allows the Essential Forces to do their work through himself. And this is what he
seems to have been doing since the start of the Campaign.

A simple addition of the numbers corresponding to the Essential Forces of his natal
SUN (11+17) yields the result 118 which is the normal sequence of the Day-Month
corresponding to Election Day.

Having said this, of course, a question arises in the mind of the more sceptical: will
Mr. Trump be able to capitalize on his advantage, will he be able to maintain
control over the circumstances and take advantage of this stellar condition or not?
Well this question is wrong to begin with. The Essential Forces of Creationdo
their work THROUGH US human beings. They are not susceptible of being
manipulated by our will power, although we may seem to wield them. We are
more like children to whom an adult entrusts the commands of a plane that has
already been set on auto-pilot. The kid enjoys the thrills of “being in charge” but,
in fact, it is all pre-arranged, “and then the end is known”. Even before the first die
has been cast on the Iowa caucus, the feeling that Donald Trump is “unstoppable”
is already on the air. And, as we have demonstrated herein using the Science of
Time and Number, it is well-justified.

This analysis can be further expanded and refined, and models drawn for specific
time-intervals, months, weeks, even days between now and Election Day. But “the
essential” is there already. Here is the synthesis of our observations.

Beyond appearances shaped by superficial clichees and perceptions, Donald
Trump is not one of America’s “filthy rich” who “have money and nothing else”.
His Essential Profile reveals him to be an individual of a high degree of Being who
has a GOD-given Mission of prime magnitude. Not everyone who manages to run
a nation, even the world’s most prominent nation nowadays has a Mission in this
sense. Since times immemorial there have been rightful rulers and usurpers who
took advantage of circumstances to impose a fallacious and prejudicial
“legitimacy” built on fraud, and, deep-rooted in what we have defined and
explained as the “Terrestrial Forces” of Magic, Sacrifice and Trance. So not every
ruler on the Earth today is “legitimate” in the true sense, there have always been
instances of overt or occult usurpation of power by the underserving.

By looking at his Essential Profile, we can clearly see that Donald Trump is a
rightful contender to the White House. Regardless of his “outsider” status in
respect of the Washington oligarchy aka “Establishment”, he stands out as “the
solution”.
If we look at the Fixed Stars highlighted in Mr. Trump’s chart, we encounter quite
a series traditionally viewed as “upsetting” or “negative” but all of which, on a
deeper level of interpretation, yield healing connotations. His progressed VENUS,
so important for his Presidency bid, is conjunct his native CHIRON (the
“healer”par excellence) and its countenace is that of Essential Force 52
(RENEWAL). So his Mission is to heal America’s wounds and renew its Destiny
as the world’s leading nation.

Old Jewish ladies of respectable ascendancy among Holocaust victims are of
course free to compare Mr. Trump to the executioner of those relatives of theirs
who earned worldwide fame and respect as martyrs at the hands of Hitler, one
who, through his actions, evidently defied GOD’S Law and Order. But the distance
between radical statements and actions is huge, and circumstances today in
America are way different from what they were in Germany back in 1933. It is
more than evident from Donald Trump’s Essential Profile of which we have barely
analysed the most salient points that his chief concern to which he is naturally
inclined is protecting, healing and renewing America, not persecuting minorities
(moslems, women, LGBT people, and so forth).

And finally if one looks at the Birth Chart of the United States (the Event Chart of
Independence Day – 4th of July 1776) which we enclose herewith, one can
immediately see, even without being an Astrology expert, 14 conjunctions that
mark the overlay between Donald Trump’s destiny and that of his Nation.

We enumerate them here for conformity:

His natal SUN at 23rd Gemini conjunct US natal MARS at 22nd Gemini (his natal
MOON opposes the same). His natal MERCURY at 9th Cancer conjunct US natal
VENUS (4th Cancer), JUPITER (6th Cancer) and SUN (14th Cancer). His natal
SATURN at 24th Cancer and VENUS at 26th Cancer conjunct US natal
MERCURY retrograde at 25th Cancer, and PART OF FORTUNE at 27th Cancer.
His natal PLUTO (11th Leo) conjunct US natal NORTH NODE at 8th Leo. Next
comes his natal NEPTUNE (6th Libra) conjunct US natal MIDHEAVEN (2nd
Libra), his natal CHIRON (15th Libra) and JUPITER retrograde (18th Libra)
conjunct US natal SATURN at 15th Libra. Finally his natal PART OF FORTUNE
(29th Aquarius) conjunct US natal MOON (28th Aquarius).

If we look further at the Essential Forces highligted by the conjunct points in the
US natal chart, the result is most significant:

US SUN: 21 (KNOWLEDGE), 32 (GOVERNANCE), countenance 43 (POWER)
all are present in Donald Trump’s Profile;

US URANUS: 14 (UNION), 69 (COMPENSATION), countenance 65
(REWARD) – first and last are present in Donald Trump’s profile;

US SATURN: 39 (DISCIPLINE), 51 (FRUITFULNESS), countenance 20
(RENUNCIATION) - all are present in Donald Trump’s Profile;

US JUPITER: 20 (RENUNCIATION), 24 (UNDERSTANDING), countenance 29
(FREEDOM);
US MARS: 17 (CHANGE), 10 (CONTINUITY), countenance 33 (SECURITY) –
the first two are present in Donald Trump’s Profile:

US VENUS: 19 (ENLIGHTENMENT)), 22 (REALISATION), countenance 51
(FRUITFULNESS) – all are present in Donald Trump’s Profile.

US MERCURY (retrograde): 23 (ORGANISATION), 43 (POWER), countenance
60 (CONTROL) – all are present in Donald Trump’s Profile.

US MOON: 66 (CONFORMITY), 40 (DESTRUCTION), countenance 71
(REPULSION) – Force 40 is present in Donald Trump’s Profile.
So there is overwhelming evidence that Donald Trump’s Destiny is
inextricably and strongly linked to the Destiny of his Country which makes it
quite probable that he should become its next President and manage the
fulfilment of its Destiny in the world over the next 4 to 8 years.

Let it be said that, as Donald Trump will soon enter the 70th year of his life,
precisely on 30th March 2016, the SOUTH NODE of his Solar Return for the
Election year is positioned at 17th Pisces, the degree which corresponds to
Essential Forces 70 (FRUITION) and 59 (SUCCESS) which is highlighted by his
natal PLUTO. So, once again, in the crucial year of the Presidential Elections, he is
clearly set to win, just as his NORTH NODE in the same Return conjunct
JUPITER highlights the Forces 34 (ESCAPE) and 23 (ORGANISATION) both
situated on the Left Side of “Severity” or Form. ESCAPE is the result of
RENUNCIATION, Donald Trump will have to make some sacrifices of a
temporary nature in order to “escape” into the Sphere of SATURN and fulfill his
Destiny. These “sacrifices” generally relate to the pleasures of life.

In conclusion, if Donald Trump seriously tackles the race for Presidency with
ABNEGATION (Force 41) which in turn triggers SALVATION (Force 13
repeatedly highlighted by his Solar Return SUN and MERCURY) there simply is
no Power on Earth that can deter him from becoming the 45th US President. This
is what his fellow-Republicans have felt, and have plainly conveyed in their
statements, without stating the core reason why this is so.
Were he to compete with Hillary Clinton, the SUN – MOON scenario that he has
already set in place throughout his ongoing conflict with TV anchor Megyn Kelly
would be revamped onto a new magnitude. However as 45 is numerically linked to
the SUN, and the Great Solar Eclipse on 30th Pisces has already taken place last
year, it is IMPOSSIBLE for a woman – not just Mrs. Clinton but any
woman, “period” – to become the 45th President of the United States. Overall, a
woman resonates with either 72 (the MOON Sphere) or 27 (the BLACK MOON
LILITH) but never with 45. Hence no “Solar Queen” has ever been in existence –
not even in fairy tales.

That does not mean, however, that Donald Trump’s race will not be fraught with
ambushes, perils of all sorts, and other challenges. The Fixed Star ALHENA on his
natal MERCURY is that of the “wounded hero”, the one who comes from Heaven
entrusted with a High Mission yet gets hurt in the process as he contacts the base
matter of the EARTH Sphere. So no one, Mr. Trump less than anyone, should
expect a smooth ride. Nevertheless, if he steers his course, as he most likely will,
he will emerge unscathed. He seems to know in his heart of hearts that he will
win, no matter what his adversaries may plot or accomplish. And this
KNOWLEDGE (21) is essential for his SUCCESS (59).

Everybody has noticed the Essential Difference between Donald Trump and the
other candidates, his “original”, “nonconformistic” approach to the Elections race.
But unlike other billionaire candidates like Ross Perot was in the past, “there’s
matter in his madness”. In fact he is not “mad” at all. And that is because he moves
on a chain of causation that is superior to that of his opponents. One
cannot “employ” or “use” the Essential Forces of GOD’S Creation. Simply
because these Forces are the ones that create our reality and ourselves. They are to
be treated with utmost reverence. It is for this very reason that Jewish sages went
to the extreme of attributing to them the status of divine beings endowed with
names extracted from the Book of Exodus 14, 19-21, and with distinct personality
traits or “faces”. That this is an error perpetuated by tradition is evident to
whomever reads what the Sacred Text says. It clearly reads: “The Angel of GOD –
ma’lach Elohim” – NOT the “Angels of GOD”.

We humans have been endowed by our MAKER with Free Will regardless, and we
can employ it to withstand, inhibit or block the action of GOD’s Forces, in
ourselves as well as others who are unawares of their workings. Judging by how
Mr. Trump steers his course, he is one who knows how to act so as not to impede
the action of GOD’s Essential Forces from shaping his Destiny and his Nation’s.

